
Art 2 Photo Summer Assignment 
 
This is NOT an Intro Class!  
 
This course will require considerable effort and time in and outside of the classroom. If you don’t have 
the time, passion or work ethic, you should ask yourself if this is really the class you should be in.  DSLR 
cameras are necessary for this class and will not be available for each student at all times during the 
school year.  It is your responsibility to have or request a camera for all assignments.  
 
Take advantage of your time off and time you’ll spend travelling this summer. Study Great Photography.  
Go to art galleries, museums, look at photo books and photos on line. You won’t become a great 
photographer if you don’t study and learn. 
 
Your assignments should be complete and turned in on the first day of class. All summer assignment 
grades will be part of the first 6-week grading period.  
 
If you own a camera, keep it with you all the time! If you don’t own one, borrow one. 
It is up to you to always turn in your very best work, on time, every time!   
 
Objective – Students will shoot a wide variety of genres of photographs, learn by watching photo 
critiques, & submitting photographs. 
 
Remember, never have anything distracting in the image. Try varying your depth of field. If you are at 
the beach or other sunny location, watch your exposure very carefully. Your images should evoke strong 
feelings in the viewer. A shallow depth of field usually adds to your images. 
 
All Assignments need to be saved using the following format: 
    
Perez.Luis.landscape1.jpg or Perez.Luis.Landscape1.png 
 
Any files not saved in the format will not be graded and you will receive a (0) for the assignment. 
 
  



Assignment 1: 
10 landscape shots - Wide sweeping areas that can include architecture. Consider how time of day 
effects lighting in a landscape photo. Remember to position the horizon line so it doesn’t cut a photo in 
half or eliminate the horizon line to create a “closed landscape.”  

(Try different vantage points. Photograph a landscape that describes the weather) 
 
Assignment 2: 
10 nature shots – Photograph nature with no manmade materials in the photograph. 

(Try Macro shots. Notice color. Notice your surroundings) 
 
Assignment 3: 
5 architecture shots – Photograph buildings & other manmade structures.  Focus on those parts that 
you feel best express the building’s personality.  

(Think about how light interacts with the structure)  
 
Assignment 4: 
5 portraits – Make sure you are showing them in the most flattering or interesting way. Think lighting. 
Think about what they are wearing and where you are going to shoot them. Portraits are collaborative 
efforts between the subject and the photographer.  

(Consider how you design your portrait, what is in the background, foreground,  
middle ground. Are your images good enough to sell to your model or their family?) 

 
Assignment 5: 
5 advertising or product shots - These are not shots of ads, you are creating your own advertising. You 
do not need to add text, just a fabulous photo that would make everyone want to buy the 
product. If it isn’t good enough to sell the product, reshoot. If you are showing the product 
name or logo, make sure to focus on it. 
  (You are trying to sell a product, so make sure the viewer is interested) 
Assignment 6: 
10 still life shots Still life shots are one or more inanimate objects. Set the scene and light it 
carefully. Look up great examples. Edward Weston would be a good place to start. 
 
 
Assignment 8: 
Optional – submit 5 photos in one or more of these categories for extra credit: 
 
1. Animal  
2. Time Exposure  
3. Travel  
4. Fashion  
5. Digitally Constructed Single Images 
 
 
***A total of 45 images are due on the first day of class.  We will have a critique on the each of your 
photographs in the first week of class.*** 


